“I AM A CHEMIST” Kit

Materials

Books:
The Budding Scientist by Stephanie Roselli
The Story of Snow by Mark Cassino
Bubble Trouble by Margaret Mahy & Polly Dunbar
Little Red Hen by Paul Galdone
Apples, Bubbles, and Crystals by Andrea T. Bennett and James Kessler
Healthy Beginnings

Toys:
Child Lab Coat      Adult Goggles      2 Child Goggles
Flask with Stopper Funnel       Eyedropper
Magnifying Glass Beaker       Tweezers
6” Test Tube with Lid & Stand  2 Small Test Tubes with Lids & Stand

Binder with activities

Recommended for ages 3-5

A good scientist always leaves equipment and tools clean for the next person!